Fred Hoppin of '55, who finished one point behind victorious Engineers was Fred Brooks' also copped two firsts for the MIT crew as in a definite improvement over last Saturday's performance, all six of whom turned in good jobs in this week's competition.

Lightweight Crimson

Best of these was the one done by the Engineer Lightweight Varsity. Rowing on an exceedingly choppy Charles River they turned the tables on Harvard, heating them by the har- riest of marginals and averting a dock-length defeat suffered at the Govs' hands last week. Dartmouth trailed both Cantab crews by these lengths. The Beavers took the lead at the beginning of the mile and fire- sixteen-stroke race and, afflicting a steady 34, kept it at approximately one length up to the final quarter mile. Here Harvard put on their sprint, pulled their stroke up to 32 and slowly gained on pass-colors. They just didn't make it and finished with a time of 6:50. The victors finished in 6:49.

Other Shells Improve

In the other lightweight events Tech shells showed their previous performances but did not have enough to win, or even to come close to the Jay Vee's rowed surprisingly strongly and extended both Dartmouth and Harvard before finishing third. This race was won by the Crimson in 6:55. Dartmouth, which led most of the way but stumbled before Harvard's spec- tacular sprint finish, was a length and a half behind. Then came Tech, Yale and Tabor Academy in that order.

The Fresh race was run the same as the Jay Vee's. Dartmouth took early lead but Harvard won a fabulous finish. This time, however, Yale was third with Tech fourth and Tabor last. The winning time was 6:54.

After six weeks of practice the Crimson heavyweight crews of Harvard, Princeton and Rutgers came in and didn't come off badly at all. Crimson Brookes Record

In the Varisty Compton Cup event the Crimson showed even better form than their Freshmen crews had and beat Harvard and Princeton, 9:00 to 8:00 and 9:00 to 8:00 respectively. Tabor was third in 9:05.7. Dartmouth won in 9:01.4; Tech finished 4th in 9:05.7; Yale 5th in 9:07.6.

Tabor Academy in that order.

If fate would just . . . you never can

how the stars got started.

How the stars started.

Camels agree with more people than any other cigarette!